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showpages attempts to wiki parse metadata (page description)

Status
- Open

Subject
showpages attempts to wiki parse metadata (page description)

Version
- 15.x
- 18.x

Category
- Bug

Feature
- Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
- New

Submitted by
- EmmArrBee

Lastmod by
- EmmArrBee

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
To differentiate pages which use the redirect plugin from true orphan pages we long ago adopted a convention of adding `{Redirect}` to the page description of such pages. This makes hunting true orphans much easier for us.

Show Pages attempts to wiki parse the page description resulting in

Test2-Page1 - Page 1
Test2-Page2 - Page 2 REDIRECT plugin: No page specified!
REDIRECT plugin: No url specified!
REDIRECT plugin: No perspective specified!

Neither TOC nor LISTPAGES fail in this way.

This may be a regression issue somewhere between v6.7 and 15.5

Importance
- 3

Priority
- 15

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
6617

Created
Friday 06 April, 2018 19:05:52 GMT-0000
by EmmArrBee

LastModif
Friday 06 April, 2018 19:05:52 GMT-0000

Comments

EmmArrBee 06 Apr 18 19:32 GMT-0000
I messed up creating my show instance, so decided to click on the "Destroy this instance" button, in the expectation I'd be able to start over again.

When I now click on the link for the show instance i'm presented with a directory listing "Index of /".

What should I have done?

Jean-Marc Libs 06 Apr 18 21:52 GMT-0000
Thanks for the show instance report.
I tried to reproduce the issue but it simply worked... so I have no idea why it failed and no idea how to reproduce...

Unsolved mystery for now, but you can create a new instance.

EmmArrBee 08 Apr 18 16:41 GMT-0000
Jean-Marc thanks for the feed back. I guess I should have gone for a cup of coffee and not been so keen to recreate the issue...

Show instance has now been created. The issue is visible on Test1-Page1
Page Test2-Page 4 shows ListPages plugin does not have the same issue
Page Test3-Page5 shows TOC plugin is also not affected by the same issue

Martin
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6617-showpages-attempts-to-wiki-parse-metadata-page-description